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The following are links to sheet metal design resources, tools, articles, and other useful data.

By connecting Simufact’s manufacturing process-oriented tools to design simulation, we can...

Simufact Engineering is a global provider of metal forming and joining solutions. Thomson Reuters...

Journalists are subject to an Editorial Handbook which...

Manufacturing chain is mainly based on Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF). The second collaboration of architects, construction engineers, and production engineers...

The entire tools support a production and assembly-oriented planning approach. Handbook Vol. A forming press, commonly shortened to press, is a machine tool that changes the shape of materials...

James Watt (a Scottish inventor and Mechanical Engineer) described the Steam Hammer. Nasmyth, which was revolutionary and a turning point for manufacturing with steel. Metal forming handbook...

Research Interests: metal forming and manufacturing, streamlined extrusion dies, Information...

Society (ASM): ASM Handbook, vol.14A: Metalworking, Bulk Forming, Bound Element Technique as a Design Tool for Metal Forming Processes...

Part V Metal Forming and Sheet Metalworking 18 Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook, 4th ed. Vol. II, Forming. Society for Manufacturing Engineers (SME) Advisor: Created value by applying the appropriate industrial and systems engineering tools to Survey of manufacturing processes including casting, forming, machining, welding, joining, and more...

ASME 2014 International Manufacturing Science and Engineering Conference. For conventional metal forming, finite element (FE) method becomes a powerful tool in process design. The Stress Analysis of Cracks Handbook, Third Edition_ Chapter 1. Production involves the hardware fabrication processes of forming, removing, joining, and more...

If implementation involves a production process, a manufacturing system...

Space Association’s (NASA’s) Systems Engineering Handbook (NASA 2007). tools and equipment to be used, implementation tolerances, and the means...


Text has been revised to reflect the most recent developments in design tools. Machinery’s Handbook provides mechanical and manufacturing engineers. Recently Updated – “Plastics” in Welding Handbook, 9th ed. EWI Principal Engineer Xian-Kui Zhu was recently published online and will soon be in print in the authors detail a prototype manufacturing technology that may become an important addition to the Helpful tool for the automotive industry, Read more. Roll-forming machines can produce sections of almost any shape. Veilleux R 1984 Tool and manufacturing engineers handbook, Volume 2 Forming, SME. For more than 100 years, the Symons® brand of forming systems has stood as the preferred system for concrete forming around the globe. Today, with taller...


Leo L. Algminas Klein Tools, Inc. John D. Bryzgel Fenn Manufacturing Company These techniques have allowed forming engineers to...